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Bragg was the Director of the MRC Unit where CrickHalf a Century of DNA—
and Watson had worked, and his preface at last gaveJames Watson’s Life in the his authoritative approval of their use of modeling.
Molecular biology expanded rapidly during the de-Molecular Genetics Revolution
cade following the discovery of the double helix. The
challenge was to sort out the role of RNA, and eventually
to establish the “Central Dogma” of DNA!RNA!pro-A Passion for DNA: Genes, Genomes, and Society
tein. Watson moved to Harvard, where he endearinglyBy James D. Watson
got off on the wrong foot by searching for a double-Plainview, NY: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press
helical structure for RNA. By the end of the decade RNA(2000). 250 pp. $25.00
had gotten sorted out, with Crick’s “adaptors” con-
firmed as tRNA. The discovery of mRNA was published
back-to-back in 1961 in papers from the Watson andNo Nobel Prize is better merited than that awarded to
Meselson groups. This sparkling account, written thirtyJames Watson and Francis Crick for their discovery in
years later and now published for the first time, is the1952 of the double-helix structure of DNA. That structure
scientific core of the volume. What fun the “in” grouprepresented the culmination of half a century of prior
had with its RNA-club tie and the warm personal andwork on genetics, a decisive shift in the balance of struc-
scientific welcome in Paris from Francois Gross andtural research from data collection to model building,
Jacques Monod, the pioneers of bacterial genetics. Andand—above all—introduced a new agenda for the whole
how easy Watson finds it to poke fun at the older genera-of biology. In this collection of essays Watson describes
tion that had the audacity to undervalue DNA: Cyril Hin-how he got there and what happened next. It answers,
shelwood, Cyril Darlington, Ronald Fisher, Conrad Wad-as Walter Gratzer here points out, the question asked
dington. He gives no inkling here of Waddington’sby one Neanderthaler of another: “So he invented fire
contributions to animal breeding, reproductive biology,and the wheel, but what has he done since?”
and developmental decanalization (the latter now vindi-Watson always writes well. He is at his most moving—
cated, see Trends Genet. 15, 169, 1999). His attitudeindeed inspiring—when describing his upbringing in
did not endear him to his colleagues in the HarvardChicago and his first flights in research at Indiana Uni-
Biology Department, and he became a subject of innu-versity. There Dean Payne had assembled a galaxy of
merable anecdotes. His proposal that embryologystars that included Herman Muller, Tracy Sonneborn
should be put in the deep freeze was not well received,and Salvatore Luria. Presciently Watson avoided the
nor was one that the samples of pond water in theSonneborn lab, which was then devoted to cytoplasmic
museum should be removed to make room for Walterinheritance, a concept that did not survive the double
Gilbert’s lab.helix. Instead he chose to join Luria’s laboratory, then an
Meanwhile, Watson had invented a new style of text-outpost of the phage group (bacteriophages are viruses
book that was to make him not only famous but alsothat attack bacteria), which under the leadership of Max
financially independent. The Molecular Biology of theDelbruck had chosen to study the simplest form of ge-
netics then available. There he enjoyed the privilege of Gene in 1966 played a crucial role in defining the new
subject of molecular biology, and was succeeded bybelonging to a small but widespread group, which had
the clear aim of discovering the phages’ genetic mecha- the even more definitive The Molecular Biology of the
Cell. Successive editions of the latter mark the spreadnism and had built the technology needed to do so.
The group met frequently in a critical but encouraging of molecular biology into immunology, reproductive biol-
ogy, and neurobiology, as well as development, nowatmosphere. How better to grow up? And how fortunate
to do so in the Mid-West where the scientific community out of the freezer at last.
In 1967 Watson became Director of the Cold Springplaced a higher value on innovation than on past
achievements, unlike the East Coast and the Europe of Harbor Laboratory, with the aim of tackling cancer. Vi-
ruses had begun to contribute to the progress of molec-that era. In the spirit of the phage group, Watson was
determined summarily to reject anything that stood in ular biology: for instance tobacco mosaic virus had pro-
vided the classical example of mRNA incorporated intothe way: the demand of a cosupervising Professor that
he study histology received short shrift. The ethos of the the structure of a virus. Work was just beginning on the
small DNA viruses that could make cells cancerous andphage group, tempered by his experience in Cambridge
while working with Crick, is summarized here in his which therefore stood a fair chance of emulating the
maximum-simplicity role that phages had earlier played.“Rules of Thumb” for young scientists written forty years
later. His rules include such sage advice as “Learn from Watson here describes how Lionel Crawford from Glas-
gow and then ICRF helped him design the tumor viruswinners” and “Have fun and stay connected.”
The definitive description of the work in Cambridge laboratory, and how the former Director John Cairns
advised him that the virologist to go after was Joe Sam-appeared, of course, in Watson’s The Double Helix, a
wonderfully dramatic account from which the author brook. What he doesn’t mention is his later struggle to
prevent Sambrook returning to ICRF and the UK. Coldfamously emerges as an unscrupulous comic. Crick’s
account can be found in his autobiography What Mad Spring Harbor did succeed in establishing a dominant
position in SV40 research, in parallel with similar re-Pursuit, and Horace Judson’s The Eighth Day of Cre-
ation provides a less personal account that Watson here search on polyoma virus at ICRF. Over the next decade
the extraordinarily compact nature of these viral ge-endorses. An addition here is the touching account
of how much Watson valued the preface to his book writ- nomes emerged, with large-T as the dominant oncogene
product. The final story has yet to be told, and will cer-ten by Lawrence Bragg, the eminent crystallographer.
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tainly turn out more complex than had been hoped. life. The scientific community has missed the opportu-
nity to eradicate or even control the most dangerous ofNevertheless, the interaction of large-T with p53 is now
these infectious diseases. As Leonardo da Vinci said:known not only to play a crucial role in SV40-mediated
“Iron rusts from disuse, stagnant water loses its purityoncogenesis, but also to provide a model for oncogene-
and in cold weather becomes frozen; even so does inac-sis at large. As Watson points out, Hanahan’s transgenic
tion sap the vigors of the mind.” Before the rust sets in,mice (made at Cold Spring Harbor) expressing large-T off
it is time to use the tools we designed to circumventthe insulin promoter demonstrate how much more there
chronic diseases, such as atherosclerosis and cancer,is to carcinogenesis: the mice develop benign growths in
to better understand the molecular interactions betweenthe pancreas that seldom turn into true tumors.
pathogenic bacteria and host cells. Why such a hurry?Directors are notoriously unable to evaluate their own
Infectious diseases have been considered part of humanInstitute objectively, in public at least. We can hardly com-
history, and in industrialized countries we believed thatplain if the account here of cancer research centers on
tuberculosis, typhoid fever, typhus, smallpox, and manyCold Spring Harbor. For a more balanced account, read
other epidemic diseases were under control. However,the last chapter of The Molecular Biology of the Cell.
after a flurry of discoveries that included antibiotics andIn the final sections of this book, we see Watson as
antivirals, very few new bug killers have been discoveredboth sage and gadfly applying himself to the public
during the last 25 years. Perhaps as a consequence,issues raised by DNA. On the war against cancer: more
the last quarter century has been characterized by theresources should be put into academic centers so as
emergence of new diseases and fear of ancient infec-to attract bright students, on the MIT pattern. On appre-
tious diseases has returned. Although antimicrobialhensions voiced at the famous Asilomar Conference
drugs have saved many lives, the appearance of bacte-concerning the hazards of recombinant DNA: they were
rial strains resistant to antibiotics is now considered amaybe right about large-scale handling of oncogenes,
serious public health concern. Penicillin-resistant Sta-but went too far. On unquantifiable risks: these should
philococcus aureus, resistant strains of gonorrhoea, shi-not be allowed to hold up science. On the human ge-
gellae, salmonellae, and pneumococci are spreadingnome project: it should receive full support, and it is
rapidly. The most spectacular come-backs are malaria,high time the Germans joined in. On genetically modified
tuberculosis, and cholera. Different factors such asfood: this is not a valid category, considering what ortho-
abuse of antimicrobials, poverty, mass migration, anddox plant-breeders get up to. These are sensible views
environmental modifications contribute to their expan-with which most of us would now agree, and it has surely
sion or appearance. Indeed, exposing pathogens to anti-helped to have them put so forcibly by a scientist of
biotics causes them to pass their resistance genes tosuch prestige. The problem is that Watson’s impatience
neighboring related bacteria by genetic transfer throughwith the slow-witted works well in science, but can be
conjugation, thus spreading antibiotic resistance.counterproductive in the outside world of politicians,
Though the dreadful coevolution between bugs andthe media, and eco-publicists. Yet in spite of all, science
hosts continues, improvement of scientific knowledgesurely need its Watson.
has been successful in pointing out the specific role of
certain pathogens in chronic diseases. For instance,
N. A. Mitchison Helicobacter pylori has been shown to be involved in
Windeyer Institute of Medical Science gastric ulcers and Chlamydia pneumoniae in coronary
46 Cleveland Street atherosclerosis. A clear challenge for scientists of the
London W1P 6DB new millenium is to unravel the molecular mechanisms
United Kingdom underlying infections, in order to gain knowledge that
will certainly be the basis for new vaccine designs. Cellu-
lar microbiology, first termed such in 1996 (Cossart et
al., Science 271, 315–317, 1996), is a discipline cross-
Pathogen–Host Cell Molecular linking cell biology and microbiology that has emerged
to meet this challenge. A new text book, “Cellular Micro-Interactions: Knowledge
biology”, is evidence for the success of the combinedand Challenge approach. The book describes the fundamental cellular
mechanisms that can fall prey to bacteria or bacterial
products such as signal transduction, membrane traf-
Cellular Microbiology ficking and organelle biogenesis, cytoskeletal dynam-
Edited by Pascale Cossart, Patrice Boquet, ics, cell adhesion, and the regulation of cell survival
Staffan Normark, and Rino Rappuoli versus cell death.
Washington, DC: ASM Press (2000). 362 pp. $75.95 The book starts with a discussion of the first aspect
of infection, contact between the pathogen and the host
Bacterial Protein Toxins cell. The extracellular matrix and the host cell surface
Edited by Klaus Aktories and Ingo Just are potential sites for interactions with pathogens. For
Berlin Heidelberg: Springer-Verlag (2000). instance, fibronectin, the mannose-receptor and com-
700 pp. $449.00 plement-receptors (CR) play an important role in the
attachment and uptake of Mycobacterium by profes-
sional phagocytes, and are also involved in the uptake
Despite advances in science and technology, infectious of either heat-killed or live Legionella pneumophila. Most
pathogens express adhesins, proteins that mediate, bydiseases still constitute a threat to animal and human
